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Abstract—The spread of information cascades over social
networks forms the diffusion networks. The latent structure of
diffusion networks makes the problem of extracting diffusion
links difficult. As observing the sources of information is not
usually possible, the only available prior knowledge is the
infection times of individuals. We confront these challenges by
proposing a new method called D NE to extract the diffusion
networks by using the time-series data. We model the diffusion
process on information networks as a Markov random walk
process and develop an algorithm to discover the most probable
diffusion links. We validate our model on both synthetic and real
data and show the low dependency of our method to the number
of transmitting cascades over the underlying networks. Moreover,
The proposed model can speed up the extraction process up to
300 times with respect to the existing state of the art method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the past decade, complex networks have attracted great
attention as an emerging area of multi-disciplinary research.
The study of non-trivial topological features of social networks as a type of complex networks has fascinates many
network researchers. Information propagation is one of the
noticeable topics that has been considered in online social
networks. The networks with pieces of information as basic
units are called “information networks” [1]. As a piece of
information propagates over a network, it leaves a trace from
itself that is called “information cascade”, and propagating
information cascades over an information network build a
“diffusion network”. Diffusion networks play an important role
in social networks analysis. They can be used to study the
network structure, link behavior and information propagation
paths. Figure 1 illustrates an information network, sample
information cascades, and the resulted diffusion network. The
diffusion network structure can determine influential individuals and their influence bound that will provide a comprehensive
view of individuals’ positions and roles in the underlying network [5]. Moreover, inferring the diffusion network can help
us to determine the general speed of information propagation
in a social network. The structure of diffusion paths also shows
the level of information significance by tracking infectious
individuals and links.
Extracting diffusion networks has many practical applications. Diffusion network inference can be used in ranking
strategies for search engines. For example, iRank [2] as a
search algorithm, ranks blogs by their role in information
propagation. This search engine is designed to find the sources

of information (referred to as zero patient) that are important
in many applications.
Detecting the links that are connected to spams is another
application of diffusion network extraction [3]. The level of information popularity is another parameter that can be analyzed
by considering the structure of diffusion networks. Detecting
propagation paths can lead to information significance by
considering the amount of infected individuals and links. For
example, if a government wants to inspect the influence of
some news in the society, it can examine the corresponding
diffusion networks to gain insight about the popularity and
effects of those news.
Diffusion process is a fundamental phenomenon that occurs
in many fields. Virus spreading between people, signaling in
neural networks and recommending products in viral marketing [11] are some examples of diffusion processes that can
take place over various complex networks. In spite of their
popularity, the extraction of diffusion networks is a difficult
task because of their latent network structure. Fore example,
we can usually notice when people receive some information
but we do not know who gave them the information. Similarly,
in virus diffusion process, the infection phenomenon shows
itself when somebody becomes infected but we cannot determine who infected whom [4]. Therefore, inferring the network
of diffusion is an ambitious goal when we only observe the
infection times.
In the early methods of diffusion network extraction, topological features of network such as node degree, centrality, and
betweenness were used to predict the diffusion links [2], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10]. All these works assume that the underlying
networks are known and aim to extract the proper diffusion
networks. Therefore, they cannot be used in situations without any knowledge about underlying network. Some other
approaches have extended the problem and assumed there is
no information about the underlying networks structure [4],
[5]. These methods try to find the diffusion networks by using
the infection times of individuals. However, these methods
should propagate many cascades to cover the entire underlying
network. Therefore, the accuracy of these methods is very
sensitive to the number of information cascades. In addition,
the running time of these methods increase very rapidly with
the growing size of networks which could be a challenging
problem in large scale real networks.
In this work, we propose a scalable algorithm called “D NE ”
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Fig. 1. Diffusion process over information networks. (a) Underlying information network. (b,c,d) information cascades propagating over underlying information
network. The first source of information spreading is discriminated by a different color. The order of infection times are labeled for the nodes attending in
the information cascades. (e) Aggregation of diffusion links of cascades constructs a diffusion network.

(Diffusion Network Extraction) that utilizes the time-series
data to extract the diffusion links without assuming any
prior knowledge of the underlying network structure and its
topological features. We first model the spreading information cascades over the network as a Markov random walk
process. Then, we construct an initial underlying network
that contains all the probable links attending in the diffusion
network. Considering some concepts of random walk such as
the hitting time measure, leads us to a new parameter we
call the reaching time. The reaching time discriminates the
average transmitting steps of infection between two nodes
by considering the possible paths between them. As the
reaching time for two nodes increases, the probability of
infection transmission between these nodes decreases. Hence,
we define a probabilistic model for this parameter that leads
to a nonlinear computation time. To alleviate this problem, we
introduce a tractable approximation that is independent from
the cascade transmission model. This independence can be
useful in real networks where the actual model of information
transmission is not available. We show that our method can
run in linear time with respect to the number of the edges
in the network. The proposed model (D NE) can speed up the
extraction process up to 300 times with respect to the state of
the art method introduced in [4].
Experimental evaluations on synthetic and real data show
that D NE has the ability to extract diffusion links with little
dependency to the number of spreading cascades over the
network. Moreover, in some applications the goal is to find
the most important diffusion links instead of the entire diffusion network. The proposed method can extract these links
with high precision and little dependency to the number of
transmitting cascades. Extracting important links in contrast
of all diffusion links is beneficial in many situations such as
finding influential nodes, critical connections in transmitting
information or diseases.
In summary, our main contributions are:
•
•
•

Speeding up the extraction process to increase the scalability in diffusion network extraction
Reducing cascade dependency of extracting diffusion
links
Extracting important diffusion links with high precision
and low dependency to the number of cascade changes

Proposing a method that is independent of cascade transmission model
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2
we provide a classification of the previous work on diffusion
network extraction. A formal description of the problem is
presented in section 3. The proposed algorithm D NE and
experimental results on synthetic and real data are presented in
sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, the concluding remarks
are provided in section 6.
•

II. R ELATED WORK
Cascading behavior and diffusion networks have attracted
considerable attention in recent years [2], [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Although a few studies
have explicitly considered the structure of diffusion networks,
but there are several lines of research that are related to our
work. As there is no extensive investigation on classification
of diffusion network extraction, here we try to provide a
comprehensive survey on the previous related works. The
related research in this field can be classified into three
categories:
• Link Prediction: The link prediction problem tries to find
the future links when the network structure is available as
a prior knowledge [16], [17]. Most of the link prediction
methods use topological features of network to predict
probabilistic connections in the future. The intrinsic difference of link prediction problem with diffusion network
extraction is in their goal which are finding probable
future links and present diffusion links, respectively. Despite this inherent difference, link prediction methods can
be useful in diffusion network inference by considering
their approach in predicting the future links. In [2] and
[8] the authors have tried to infer diffusion links besides
predicting the future links, for the first time.
• Network Completion: The network completion problem
that is also called network reconstruction, tries to infer
the missing parts of the network [18], [19]. At many
situations, we can observe only a part of the network
and we need to complete its missing parts. Network
completion and diffusion network extraction problems
have the common goal of finding the missing edges in a
network. Although in network completion we have partial
knowledge of the network with some topological features,

this information may not be available in the diffusion
network inference.
• Network Inference: The network inference problem aims
to infer the network of diffusion by considering viruses,
information, and innovations as the propagation units.
The network inference for the first time was studied
by [6]. This work tries to reconstruct epidemic trees of
disease propagation and estimates the sickness outbreak
history. The later work on this topic can be classified into
two categories. The first category tries to find propagation
links by using the structure and topological features of
underlying network [7], [9], [10].
The second category has a more ambitious goal; it tries to
extract the diffusion network without any knowledge of
the underlying network. The only available information
in this method is the infection times of nodes. Apparently,
little work had been done in this category [4], [5].
N ET I NF [4] is a key work that introduces this category
of network inference problem. This method uses an iterative algorithm by considering a sub-modular function to
extract the diffusion network. Later on, C ON NI E [5] has
generalized this concept by removing the homogeneity
assumption of the network edges and trying to find the
rates of infections in addition of finding diffusion links.
Since our goal is to extract diffusion networks without any
knowledge of the underlying network structure, [4] and [5]
are the most related works to this paper. Despite admissible
accuracy of these algorithms, their running time will grow
rapidly by increasing the network size. This growth rate is
significant in the large scale networks: therefore the running
time must be considered as an intricate factor in diffusion
network extraction problems. On the other hand, these methods are highly dependent to the transmitting cascades over
the network and decreasing the number of cascades would
significantly decrease the network inference precision. Here,
we try to extract the diffusion network in a very low running
time and decrease the dependency of solution to the number
of transmitting cascades.

wish to extract the diffusion network when the members of C
have propagated over the underlying network. Since we do not
have any knowledge of the underlying network structure, we
can only utilize cascades’ time vectors to infer the diffusion
network. Therefore, our main goal is to minimize the number
of required cascades and running time to achieve high accuracy
for extracting diffusion networks.
B. Cascade Transmission Model
Consider the process of information diffusion over a network. When a node is infected by some information, it may
decide to pass the information to its neighbour. Usually, the
difference between these two infection times will conform
to the distribution of t that is called cascade transmission
model. In this work, the transmission models are based on
the independent cascade model of [20]. In this model, an
infected node transmits infection to its neighbours based on
predefined density function and transmissions are assumed to
be independent. We have used two well-known parametric
models; Exponential (EXP) and Power Law model (PL)[4],
[3], [5].
In the cascade generation process, a random node starts
infecting its neighbours with an average spread rate of β. If
the difference between infection times of nodes u and v is
defined by ∆ = tv − tu , the probability of node u infection
by node v is given by:
{
∆
e− α EXP
(1)
P (∆) =
∆−α
PL

In this section, we formally describe the diffusion network
problem by introducing cascade transmission models and
modelling the diffusion process as a Markov random walk.

Where α is an adjustment parameter [4]. Clearly, this probability has an inverse relation with infection time difference
of two nodes (∆). It means when a node gets infected, the
longer it remains in the infection state, its tendency to infect
others will decrease. Since different cascade structures as
various topics of interest may lead to different behaviours,
their transmission model will be different too. Our approach
will consider this fact by proposing a method which is almost
independent from the transmission model. Therefore, it can
be used for many different cascade transmission models. We
have tried both EXP and PL density functions in our model
and obtained similar results. This illustrates that our algorithm
is almost independent of the cascade transmission model.

A. Problem Statement

C. Initial Graph Construction

Consider the directed network G(V, E) with |V | = n
nodes and |E| = e edges. Let C denotes the set of cascades
that spread over G. Assume C has Nc members with the
corresponding time vector {t1 , t2 , · · · , tn }. This time vector
shows the infection times of nodes by the cascade. If a node
has not been infected within a cascade, its infection time
will be set to ∞. As we want to find the diffusion links
of a unique propagation process, we generate homogeneous
cascades which have the same structure. Since heterogeneity
leads to different diffusion behaviours, it is not applicable
in the defined problem and will change the goal of it. We

In this step, we present the diffusion network extraction
by constructing an initial graph and matching it to a Markov
random walk model. Consider the cascade c is transmitting
information over the underlying network G. As it spreads over
G, it builds a directed path corresponding to the propagation of
information. Removing infinity times, we sort the time vector
of cascade c denoted as {ti1 , ti2 , · · · , tin }c . Then we construct
an initial graph Gc , which contains all the probable links in the
diffusion process. Indeed, each edge (i, j) for which ti < tj
can be a member of Gc , because any node i can infect node
j with some nonzero probability.

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

should go through one of i’s neighbours and continue its path
from there. For solving equation (4), we need the stationary
distribution of the Markov random walk named π[29]. This
distribution can be calculated by using the relation π T P = π T
given π T e = 1, where e is the standard unit vector.
Equation (4) is useful when our directed graph is strongly
connected. If the directed graph of transition probability matrix
P is strongly connected, then its Markov random walk will be
irreducible and each state is accessible form any other states.
The unique stationary distribution of Markov random walk can
pij = P {X(t + 1) = j|X(t) = i}
(2)
be obtained if P is irreducible. As Gc is a weakly connected
A General state-transition diagram for Gc and the state- graph, the associated Markov model will not be irreducible and
transition diagram corresponding to the cascade 1 of Figure Hij can be ∞ for some pairs of nodes. Therefore, we define
1(b) is shown in Figure 2.
the reaching time as a derivative of the hitting time, which
Since we have used the independent cascade model, an measures expected number of steps from node i to node j
infected node infects each of its neighbours independently; by considering the feasible paths. Feasible paths refer to the
therefore infecting a node at time t+1 is only dependent to its paths over which returning to node j from node i is possible.
neighbours getting infected at time t. With this assumption, the Increasing reaching time between two nodes will decrease the
diffusion process on the nodes of Gc has the Markov property. probability of infection transmission between them. Hence,
That is;
reaching time can be used as a criterion for extracting the
most probable diffusion links. We refer to the reaching time
P {X(t+1) = xt+1 |X(t) = xt , · · · , X(2) = x2 , X(1) = x1 } for two nodes i and j of G as RT c .
c
ij
= P {X(t + 1) = xt+1 |X(t) = xt } (3)
E. Diffusion Network Extraction Problem
Next, we define a Markov random walk on the nodes of
Gc . The infection of nodes, Xt , are defined as the states of
the Markov model at time t. For simplicity, we assume at
most only one node can become infected in a time step. For
each time step, Xt will have a transition matrix P that is
associated with links of Gc . This matrix shows probability
of infection transmission between any two neighbours. If we
define P (X(t) = j) as the probability of node j getting
infected at time t, the probability of pij is given by:

(a) General initial Graph.

Now we can define the problem of diffusion network
extraction by utilizing the reaching time measure. The inverse
relationship between RT and the probability of infection
transmission helps us to find links with least RT s as the most
likely diffusion links. First, we construct the graph Gtotal as
the union of all Gc graphs.
Then we define RTij for each edge of Gtotal as:
∑
(5)
RTij =
RTijc
c∈C

(b) Initial graph of cascade 1 from Figure 1.
Fig. 2. Initial Graph. The nodes are sorted by their infection times and each
node is connected to all of the nodes with larger infection times.

D. Reaching Time
We define a parameter called Reaching Time (RT) which
is associated with the probability of existence of a link in
the diffusion network. This parameter is similar to the hitting
time measure in Markov random walk. The hitting time Hij
is defined as the expected number of steps before node j
is visited, if we start from node i [29]. The hitting time in
a strongly connected graph is computed from the following
recursive equation [31]:

if i = j,
 0
n−1
∑
Hij =
(4)
pik Hkj if i ̸= j.
 1+

Therefore, our problem becomes equal to extracting a
subgraph called G′ from Gtotal :
∑
RTij
where |G′ | < m
(6)
G′ = argmin
(i,j)∈Gtotal

Where m is the maximum number of edges in G′ , and it
depends on the properties of the underlying network such as
number of nodes and sparsity of the graph.
IV. P ROPOSED A LGORITHM : D NE
By considering the above problem definition, our goal is to
find RT s for each Gc . In this section, we explain the method
for one cascade, since the generalization to multiple cascades
is straightforward. Intuitively, when some infection spread
from node i to node j, it must go to j through those neighbours
of i that have a path to j. As Figure 2 shows, the neighbours
of node ii that have a path to node ij are the nodes whose
infection times are between tii and tij (i.e. ii+1 , · · · , ij−1 , ij ).
Therefore, the recursive equation for obtaining RT is given by:

k=0

This equation is obtained by considering the following
simple fact. If information wants to go from node i to node j, it

RTij =

j
∑
w=i+1

piw (RTwj + 1)

RTii = 0

(7)

As we need to compute the stationary distribution of Markov
random walk for non sparse graphs to calculate hitting times,
In the best case, calculating all the hitting times for these
graphs cannot be less than O(n2 )[30]. Since the RT calculations are similar to those of hitting time and Gc is not a
sparse graph (with O(n2 ) edges), solving this equation is not
possible in linear time with respect to the number of edges in
Gc . Therefore, we try to find a linear time approximation for
RT.
If we assume that the sorted time vector of section III-C has
k members, the the node ij has a link to each of k − j nodes
that are being infected after it. Intuitively, we expect each of
these links to infect their destinations with a probability of
1
k−j . However, a more accurate analysis of the problem may
lead to a different point of view. Consider node i1 as the first
infected node. By determining the above probabilities, each
1
outgoing link from i1 has the weight of k−1
. It means that
1
. On the other
edge (i1 , i2 ) also has the probability of k−1
hand, if we remove any external infection source, the only
node that is able to infect i2 is i1 ; this means the probability
of edge (i1 , i2 ) is equal to 1. Therefore, we have to define
the probabilities based on the infected nodes instead of the
infecting nodes. Now we can approximate a weight for each
edge.
We introduce the set Sj = {n1 , n2 , · · · , nkj } that includes
all the nodes with less infection times with respect to node
j; these nodes are sorted by their infection times in an
ascending order. Considering the above explanation about the
probabilities, it is obvious that the probability of transmitting
information by the edge (i, j) is dependent to the size of Sj . It
means as the size of Sj increases, the number of likely nodes
for infecting node j increases too; Therefore, the probability
of attending edge (i, j) in the diffusion network will decrease.
This fact results in inverse relation between the probability of
edge (i, j) presence in diffusion network and the size of Sj .
On the other hand, we know that each member of Sj
has different priority to infect j. Indeed, in our transmission
models, when the difference time of infection between two
nodes increases, the probability of infection will decrease.
Considering this fact, the probability of a link existence
between two nodes has inverse relation with the difference
times of infection. As we want to propose an independent
model to cascade transmission model, we consider the number
of infected nodes between two nodes instead of their difference
infection times. we define the Rank parameter, rij , for each
edge by the inverse relation with the reaching time (For
simplicity, here we consider node i as the ith node which
is infected in the cascade.):
{
0
if i ≥ j
rij =
(8)
|Sj | × (j − i) if i < j
rij can be determined as the inverse probability of diffusion
link existence between nodes i and j which is an estimation
of average number of steps in reaching infection from node i
to node j from all feasible paths. Therefore, considering the
definition of reaching time, edge rank is an approximation of

reaching time which its time complexity is linear with respect
to the number of edges in Gc . This will drastically decrease the
running time of the proposed method. In last step, we extract
m best edges with minimum RT s to construct G′ ( Algorithm
IV.1).
The value of edge rank is not depending on the cascade
transmission model as it considers the order of infections
instead of the time of infections. Sometimes actual model of
information transmission in real networks is not accessible.
Therefore, we may use this method for networks with unknown cascade transmission model. In addition, this independency causes D NE to be less sensitive to the changing number
of cascades; thus, it can perform relatively good in situations
where the number of cascades is small.
Algorithm IV.1: T HE D NE A LGORITHM(C, m)
for each
 c∈C
for each

 (i, j) ∈ c



tj )
if (ti < {




Gc ← Gc ∪ (i, j)
do


 then


Sjc ← Sjc ∪ {i}

do sort nodes of Gc by infection time.



for each
 c(i, j) ∈cGc which i < j



rij ← |Sj | × (j − i)



Gtotal ← Gtotal ∪ (i, j)
do




c
rij ← rij + rij
sort edges of Gtotal respect to rij
for i ← 1 to m
do G′ ← G′ ∪ {ei ∈ Gtotal }
return (G′ )

V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of D NE for
extracting diffusion networks. As it is mentioned in section
II, [4], [5] are the most related work to our proposed method.
Since C ON NI E[5] finds the infectious rate of diffusion links,
it is not fair to compare with our method that its main goal
is only extracting diffusion network without considering the
propagation rates. Additionally, N ET I NF[4] as the state of the
art method of extracting diffusion network performs better in
larger networks. Therefore, we compare our algorithm with
the well-known N ET I NF method. Using the order of infection
times by D NE results in performing better than N ET I NF.
Although N ET I NF uses time stamps of the infection, it does
not consider the order of them. To illustrate this, consider two
pairs of nodes as (i, j) and (k, l). In N ET I NF, the probability of
information transmission between i and j and between k and
l will be same if their infection time differences are equal. On
the other hand, there may exist different number of nodes with
infection times between infection times of the pair (i, j) and
the pair (k, l). As it is mentioned in section IV, the number
of nodes which are infected between two nodes will affect
the probability of the information transmission between these
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(g) Co-authorship network

Fig. 3. Cascade dependency. Precision and recall for synthetic and real networks by using (a,b,c) 10% (d) 20% (e) 10% (f) 10% (g) 8% of generated
cascades.

two nodes while N ET I NF doesn’t consider this fact. Therefore,
D NE by applying the order of infections outperforms N ET I NF
in terms of cascade dependency, extracting important diffusion
links and running time.
Since the proposed method is independent of cascade transmission model and the results of both transmission models are
similar, we only consider the power law transmission model
in our simulations.
A. Dataset
To study the effect of underlying network on the performance of D NE, we consider both synthetic and real networks.
We use the cascade transmission models (cf. III-B) to generate
enough cascades so that 99 percent of edges in the underlying
network participate in at least one cascade [4].
1) Synthetic Networks: We use three well-known models
for generating directed networks, namely, the Forest Fire
model [21], the Kronecker graph model [22] and BarabasiAlbert model [23]. For the Kronecker model, we consider three
different networks: Hierarchical [18], Random [24] and CorePeriphery network [25]. Table I provides the parameter matrix
of these networks (the same as [4], [5]) and the parameters
of cascading process. In the Forest Fire network, parameter
matrix contains these parameters: number of starting nodes,
forward burning probability, backward burning probability, decay probability and probability of orphan nodes. The parameter
matrix for Kronecker graphs is the initial probability matrix
and in the Barabasi-Albert model is the number of initial all
to all connected nodes.
2) Real Networks: We consider two directed real-world
networks. The first network is a co-authorship network of
scientists working on network theory and experiment [26].
This network contains 2742 directed links between 1589
scientists. We have generated 6427 cascades over this network.

TABLE I
T HE N ETWORK G ENERATION MODELS ’
Network Model
Forest Fire
Hierarchical
Random(ER)
Core-Periphery
BA

Parameter Matrix
[5; 0.12; 0.1; 1; 0]
[0.5, 0.5; 0.5, 0.5]
[0.9, 0.1; 0.1, 0.9]
[0.9, 0.5; 0.5, 0.3]
[2]

α
1
2
2
2
2

β
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.5

PROPERTIES .
n
1024
1024
1024
1024
1000

e
1221
2048
2048
2048
2000

Nc
2786
4000
1813
2350
4824

Second, we consider the network of American football games
between Division IA colleges during regular season fall 2000
[27] which includes 115 nodes and 615 edges with 993
generated cascades.
B. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the accuracy of D NE, we have measured the
precision and recall of our method. Precision refers to the
number of correctly inferred diffusion links divided by the
total number of inferred diffusion links, and recall refers to the
number of correctly diffusion links divided by the total number
of links in the network. There is a trade-off between precision
and recall; greater precision decreases recall and greater recall
leads to lower precision. To consider both precision and recall,
we used the F-measure metric. This metric presents a harmonic
mean of both precision and recall:
P recision × Recall
P recision + Recall
C. Performance Evaluation
F =2×

(9)

1) Cascade dependency: Obviously, increasing the number
of transmitting cascades over the network leads to easier
diffusion links extraction. NetInf, for inferring links, at first
generates cascades to propagate over the underlying network.
For this purpose, we use the same process as NetInf. In
N ET I NF, the number of generated cascades is between 2

(a) Random Kronecker

(b) Heir. Kronecker

(e) Forest Fire network
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(d) Barabasi-Albert network

(g) Co-authorship network

Fig. 4. Extracting important diffusion links. Precision of extracting important diffsion links respect to decreasing number of cascades in (a-e) synthetic
networks and (f,g) real networks.

and 5 times more than the number of underlying network
edges. As a consequence, using this amount of cascades makes
many edges involved in more than one cascade. However,
utilizing many cascades is not a realistic assumption. While
being independent from the cascade transmission model, D NE
reduces the dependency of accuracy to the number of cascades.
To measure the level of cascade dependency, we have used
about 10 to 20 percent of the number of cascades generated
by N ET I NF (cf. Nc in table I). As shown in Figure 3, D NE
outperforms N ET I NF in terms of precision and recall by about
20% and 10% in average, respectively.
2) Extracting important diffusion links: Some links have a
more critical role in propagating information such as borders
and links with high load of transmitting information. These
links have higher probability in attending in the diffusion
network in comparison with other links. In some applications
such as finding more potential paths of infection propagation in
epidemic diseases, we need to extract the important diffusion
links instead of inferring the entire diffusion network.
As shown in Figure 3, D NE efficiently extracts these links
with high accuracy and low dependency to the number of
cascades. Interestingly, the proposed method has improved the
precision by up to 40% in comparison to N ET I NF.
3) Running time: Since information usually propagates
over large scale networks, scalability is an important criterion
to extract the diffusion networks. Consequently, in order to
improve scalability, we have tried to reduce the running time
of diffusion network inference. Without any loss in quality
(F-measure), the proposed method drastically decreases the
running time in comparison to N ET I NF (cf. Figure 5: a-g).
In addition, we study the relationship between the running
time and network size on a random Kronecker graph. While
having the same F-measure, our experiments have shown that

D NE performs 300 times faster than N ET I NF (cf. Figure 5: h).
To compare the running time in larger scales, we have used
a network that is based on links and posts of blogs in the
political blogosphere around the time of the 2004 presidential
election in US [28]. It has 1490 blogs and 19090 directed
links between them which is covered with 5717 cascades. In
this large scale network, while the N ET I NF method takes 8
hours to infer the diffusion network, D NE infers the diffusion
network only in 4 minutes with the same precision.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the problem of diffusion network extraction by using time-series data without any prior
knowledge of the underlying network structure. We proposed
a fast and scalable method, called D NE, to infer networks
of diffusion. First, we formulated the problem as a Markov
random walk on an initial network. Then, we introduced a new
metric called reaching time (RT) to extract the most probable
diffusion links. We developed an approximation model for
reaching time that can be computed in linear time with respect
to the number of initial graph edges. Since the proposed
method is independent of cascade transmission model, it can
perform well when cascade transmission model is unknown.
Evaluating D NE on synthetic and real data showed its low
dependency to the number of generated cascades. Moreover,
showed that D NE can extract important diffusion links with
high precision. Moreover, we showed that our algorithm
outperforms the well-known N ET I NF method [4] in terms of
cascade dependency, extracting important diffusion links and
running time.
In this paper, we have tried to infer the links of diffusion
network. As a future work, it would be interesting to consider time-series data for identifying the speed of information
propagation over the social networks.

(a) Random Kronecker

(b) Heir. Kronecker

(c) Core periphery Kronecker

(d) Barabasi-Albert network

(e) Forest Fire network

(f) Football network

(g) Co-authorship network

(h) Random network

Fig. 5. Running Time. Running time of D NE and N ET I NF in achieving the same F-measure in (a-e) synthetic networks and (f,g) real networks. (h) the
relationship between running time and the network size (number of edges) in a random Kronecker graph with 3000 nodes and 6000 edges.
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